Creative
Time
Materials
Make a 3D Caterpillar

Directions:

1. On a red piece of paper- make a caterpillar head in the shape of a baker's hat. (about 3" tall) Cut it out and then use it to trace another piece the same size on the red paper. Cut that out and it will be the back of the head.
2. On a green piece of paper- Draw a large rectangle like the picture above. Draw another vertical line to divide it (about 1/3 of the way) lengthwise. Draw horizontal lines about 1 cm apart on the opposite side of the line you drew.
3. On the green sheet Cut each horizontal line and stop at the vertical line.
4. Fold each strip at the vertical line and make a tunnel by gluing each piece to the opposite side of the page. (See picture below)

5. Make antennas out of scrap paper and glue them on the back of the head.
6. Glue the front and back of the head over the tunnel on the left side. (see pictures)

Enjoy playing with your caterpillar!
Show the ladybug grow!
Cut and Paste the Photos in the correct order.

1 2 3 4
Show the ladybug grow!

Draw the life cycle of the ladybug.
Materials:

- 6" paper plates - one for each ladybug
  - I actually trimmed 9" paper plates instead.
- Crayons/color pencils
- Glue
- Scissors
- Ladybug templates
- Paper Fasteners (one for each ladybug)
- Hole punchers
- Colored Paper (I printed ladybug body with head on black paper)
Writing
(Goes in the Center of the Ladybug)
How to Draw a Frog!
Step By Step

1. Draw two circles for eyes.
2. Add a curved line below the eyes for the mouth.
3. Sketch two small circles for the cheeks.
4. Draw small lines for the arms.
5. Complete the legs with two short lines.

Baby Animals Match

cat dog

duck hen

sheep cow
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kitten  puppy

duckling  chick

lamb  calf
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piglet  |  cub
---|---
[![猪](pig.png)](pig.png) | [![熊](bear.png)](bear.png)

foal  |  gosling
---|---
[![小马](foal.png)](foal.png) | [![小鹅](gosling.png)](gosling.png)

kid  |  fawn
---|---
[![小羊](kid.png)](kid.png) | [![小鹿](fawn.png)](fawn.png)
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